
A CLOSE READING OF A MAP 
 

 
 

citation: 
https://collections.leventhalmap.org/search/commonwealth:9s161f21f#image 

 
 

For this assignment, you will conduct a close reading of The Town of Boston in New England . . ., 
the map of Boston that John Bonner drew and William Price published in 1723.  You will offer       
an interpretation of the map, or a part of the map, based on an analysis of composition and form.  
In close reading the text, you will scrutinize the map and record detailed observations of its imagery. 
As you read, and record, with care, consider a strong argument that you could make about the city 
in early Anglo-America, using the map and only the map.  (Note:  Do not write such a paper!) 
 
Citation:   
Bonner, John.  The Town of Boston in New England . . . [in] 1722.  Boston:  William Price, 1723. 
 
Note:  The map can be accessed and downloaded at this address: 
 
https://collections.leventhalmap.org/search/commonwealth:9s161f21f#image 
 
Though the above site enables zooming, a magnifying lens may prove helpful for this exercise. 
 
GOAL 1 OF THIS EXERCISE 
Identify an aspect of this document that is interesting, problematic, strange, or troubling, 
and formulate a thesis that explains its function in an overall interpretation of the map. 
Strive for a thesis that exudes some combination of excitement, originality, and thoughtfulness.  
As an example of the kinds of theses that might be appropriate for an “interpretation” of the map, 
you might provide a very specific answer to one of the following very general questions: 
 
How does the Bonner map fail, succeed in defining and/or illustrating the city in early America?   
What insight does the map (not) lend the study of the city and the village in early America? 
Does the map contribute to understandings of the image of the city, and, if so, how does it do so? 
 

 
Please study the map, responding to goal 1, discussing and note-taking this item in groups of 2-4. 



Next, (re)search the date/origin (i.e., the history) of as many of the following landmarks as possible, tak-
ing the time to locate, and mark, these sites on the map on the front on this handout: 
 
 the Boston Common 
 the Old North Church 
 the Long Wharf 

 the canal 
 the ferry 
 the fort 

 
Then, locate the churches, the government buildings, and the schools of buildings. 
 
[Question:  What is the one school that, in MA, ranks ahead of AMSA?  Did that school exist in 1722?] 
 
Next, identify/locate any patterns in the construction/development of these structures – and the disasters 
that struck the town.  (Read, with care, the key/legend that appears in the lower left of the map.) 
 
Then, research the population of Boston in 1700, 1725, 1750, 1775, and 1780 using -.edu/.gov/.org sites. 
 
Next, shift from the “image” view to the “map overlay” view, via clicking on the “map overlay” button 
that appears just above the map.  Consider what this view contributes to an understanding of the history, 
and the layout, of Boston. 
 
Finally, explore this resource, and let me know, please, if it a good tool for learning more about Boston 
and, perhaps, other cities/towns, too: 
 
http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/index.html?lat=42.35860371718325&lng=-
71.06008530666513&zl=12&minDate=&maxDate=&oids=&dlids=&f=&clickLat=&clickLng= 
 
            Thank you! 
            Dr. Doyle 
 

 

 
 

citation: 
http://www.gamedynamo.com/images/galleries/photo/2909/assassins-creed-3-iii-ac3-boston-map-feathers-fast-travel-

harbormaster-viewpoints-forts-almanac-pages-chests.jpg 


